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Executive summary

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a measurement tool that 
has been used since the 1970s as a means of assessing  
the environmental impact of products or services.  
Cradle to Cradle (C2C) is an innovation framework used 
since the 1990s in order to design products and services 
which are beneficial in economic, health and environ-
mental terms.

Introduction

A group of companies in the Cradle to Cradle (C2C) 
Learning Community in the Netherlands are working with 
both these tools and wish to determine whether C2C and 
LCA are compatible. How and to what extent these 
companies work with C2C and LCA varies for each company. 
In the experience of these companies, the LCA method of 
comparing products – particularly the use of Environmental 
Product Declarations, EPDs – dominates in the marketplace, 
while the beneficial C2C qualities they are aiming for are not 
reflected properly by these LCA standards. 

Terms of reference
The remit of this assessment is ‘to evaluate the usability of LCA 
as a measurement tool for the development and measurement of 
C2C products.’

This assessment focuses primarily on the methods and 
systems that are currently in general use in the field of LCA. 
It looks at LCA only from the perspective of implementing 
C2C, not at the use of LCA for other purposes.

Concerning the usability of LCA in a C2C process, companies 
that implement C2C principles need a measurement 
instrument that can be used for three key purposes: setting 
goals, monitoring development, and external communication.

The usability of LCA for C2C purposes requires a be!er 
understanding of C2C dimensions in relation to LCA. C2C’s 
innovation framework aims for a beneficial future footprint 
based on defined qualities.

These defined qualities are based on the guiding principles 
of C2C. In fact, this assessment involves an exploration of 
C2C’s guiding principles and the extent to which they can be measured 
using LCA.

Summary of findings

How useful is LCA in the C2C process?
The conclusions concerning the use of LCA for C2C  
purposes are:

Se!ing goals, the C2C inventory: LCA can add to the C2C 
inventory: ‘know what you have’ (The C2C inventory 
includes data that goes beyond the environmental data 
gathered in an LCA, e.g. it starts with a complete content 
declaration for a product);

Monitoring: LCA can help determine whether 
burdens are shi"ed when changes are made to the 
product or process.

Monitoring: LCA is not designed to indicate how 
much progress has been made with a C2C product. The 
C2C roadmap and associated measurable milestones are 
more important for that.
External communication: LCA is not suitable for 
communicating the ‘C2C-ness’ of a product, and thus not 
suitable for external C2C communication.

For companies that wish to apply C2C principles, it may be 
useful to know internally how a C2C design scores using an 
LCA to put it into the context of government criteria 
(sustainable procurement) and other communication based 
on LCA, such as EPDs, an industry-standard LCA with 
sector-specific product criteria.

C2C dimensions in relationship to LCA
During the expert discussions on measuring the ‘C2C-ness’ 
of a product, three basic contradictions were identified 
between the C2C innovation framework and the LCA 
measurement tool, which are encapsulated in the following 
sentence. 

‘Measuring a qualitativeA planB for creating a beneficialC footprint 
by using a quantitativeA instrument designed to measure an 
existingB environmentally damagingC footprint.’ 
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Each of the contradictions is explained further.

A. Measuring qualitative solutions with a quantitative measure-
ment tool

Under C2C, the principle of ‘waste equals food’ or ‘every-
thing serves as a resource for something else’ is taken to 
mean ‘the right material, at the right place at the right time’. 
‘Right’ basically means that the materials are suitable for 
the use defined for them. This valuation depends on the 
interaction of both the solution-o#ering side (i.e. a 
product) and the solution-using side (i.e. the user, his 
surroundings and other environments the product will 
come into contact with during its life). Whether something 
is ‘right’ depends on how these qualities, the references for 
good and bad, are defined. Some of these can be quantified 
using an LCA, while others cannot. 
Conclusion: The extent to which the defined qualities of a 
C2C product can be measured with LCA depends on how far 
they can be quantified for measurement in LCA terms. In 
other words, on how far they can be described in specific 
terms rather than conceptually.

B. Measuring a future solution using current data 
The C2C framework concerns future solutions and therefore 
innovation. Targets and milestones towards those solutions 
are identified and act as innovation drivers. At the starting 
point, the exact nature of the ultimate solution is not 
always known.
Conclusion: The ‘C2C-ness’ of products can be measured if 
they are defined using data that reflect the likely nature of 
the future C2C design solution. However, the measurability 
of that data depends on the ability to forecast future outputs 
accurately. LCA is designed as a snapshot of a particular 
point in time on the basis of current impacts. It is not 
designed to evaluate a company’s progress in completing 
steps towards a qualitative expected goal.

C. Measuring a beneficial environmental footprint with an 
instrument that is designed for measuring an environmentally 
damaging footprint.
The goal of the C2C framework is to develop a product in 
such a way that it creates a beneficial (positive) environmen-
tal footprint. Three guiding principles are used to define 
this beneficial footprint: ‘waste equals food’, ‘use current 
solar income’, and ‘celebrate diversity’.
Conclusion: Although LCA has been designed to measure the 
damaging (negative) environmental impact of products, it 
can also be used to measure the established beneficial 
(positive) footprint of a C2C product. However, there are 
limits to the applicability of the current LCA approach.

The guiding principles of C2C and measuring  
these with LCA

C2C’s defined qualities are based on the three guiding 
principles ‘waste equals food’, ‘use current solar income’ and 
‘celebrate diversity’. Whether the ‘C2C-ness’ of a product can 
be measured with LCA depends on the extent to which the 
stated qualities of a C2C product can be quantified in 
current LCA terms. Taking a closer look at these qualities (on 
the basis of C2C’s guiding principles), results in:

Waste equals food (C2C recycling, cascades, materials 
pooling):

 Under C2C a product will be recyced a"er use. C2C works 
with end-of-use scenarios and not with end-of-life 
scenarios as under LCA. Under LCA, it is difficult to 
measure the recyclability of a product and calculate the 
benefits of recycling that relate to a single product in the 
materials cascade. Under LCA, stakeholders still di#er 
about how to account for this benefit and to whom it 
should be credited.
Waste equals food (toxicity aspects determined with 
C2C’s ABC-X method): 

 In many cases, it is not possible to calculate to what extent 
a material is suitable for its context. Under LCA, this is 
done on the basis of the actual impact of toxic emissions 
into the environment over the entire lifecycle. Currently 
the LCA community is looking for ways to model more 
types of environmental impact more accurately. For 
example, measuring the impact on indoor air quality and 
local aspects are being developed under LCA. 
Use current solar income:

 A quick LCA on several renewable energy-production 
systems will lead to the same general conclusions as C2C. 
The energy consumed for a C2C product can be measured 
with an LCA. However, the ‘waste equals food’ principle 
within energy production systems is not part of a 

 ‘regular’ LCA.

Conclusions

The exploration of the usability of LCA for C2C purposes has 
led to the following conclusions: 

suitable for assessing and communicating the beneficial 
qualities of a C2C product. 
- C2C emphasizes the suitability of a ‘nutrient’ (material) 

to its context (the right material at the right time at the 
right place), throughout all the use cycles / loops 
through which it passes;

- What is ‘right’ cannot be measured in LCAs currently in 
use; within C2C it is based on specific value-based 
quality-statements that are not generally suitable for 
measurement with LCA;
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- How C2C deals with cascading, toxicity and (local) 
suitability is reflected di#erently from commonly  
used LCAs.

 
internal company purposes. Under certain circumstances, 
it can then help to identify whether burdens are shi"ing 
when developing a C2C product, but this contribution  
is not universal and is limited by the LCA methods 
currently used. 

impacts and assessing the impact of materials on indoor 
air quality - may bring measuring ‘C2C-ness’ a step closer. 
However, it will not be possible to measure the entire 
‘C2C-ness’ of a product, since LCA is not designed for  
this purpose.

Recommendations

The main recommendations of this paper are:

present the environmental impact of their product to 
other LCA users or to use EPDs, are advised to use LCA as a 
separate track to identify unforeseen hotspots and avoid 
burden shi"ing.

should look at the functionality of the product, and 
which environmental, social and health benefits they 
want to achieve by buying and using a product, especially 
if they want to favour a particular end-of-use strategy 
(re-use, recycling, incineration, land-fill).

are advised to look into which measurement tools could 
be used or developed to evaluate milestones in a C2C 
roadmap.

benefits achieved with a C2C product they are developing, 
it can be helpful to look for a (new) communication 
standard together, based on an assessment of environ-
mental, economic and social issues.

reformulate the question: ‘How can LCA practitioners 
benefit from C2C?’
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1.2 … and Life Cycle Assessment as a  
 measurement tool

In the Netherlands, a growing number of companies and 
local authorities are striving to implement the ideas behind 
C2C. They are familiar with using Life Cycle Assessment, 
LCA[3], as a support tool for decisions that involve sustain-
ability. LCA is also used as a measurement tool in eco-
design[4] processes. LCA calculations aim to model the full 
lifecycle of a product (whether from ‘cradle to grave’ or from 
‘cradle to cradle’) and to measure the many ways in which it 
will impact on the environment along the supply chain. As 
such, LCA is not a design tool but measures environmental 
impact. LCA does not relate to a vision of what the world 
should look like; it measures the impacts of decisions 
already made.

1.3 Context of this paper

In 2009, a group of 17 pioneering companies in the 
Netherlands came together to share their experience  
of implementing the principles of C2C in the ‘Learning 
Community C2C’. Most of these companies wanted to 
answer the question: ‘Why does LCA sometimes not reflect the 
improvements expected from C2C?’. They felt strongly that C2C 
needed to be made more professional with a measurement 
tool that was accepted among the LCA community to 
incorporate eco-e#ectiveness into their LCA-based 
decision-support tools. Additionally, in their experience 
LCA’s method of comparing products – particularly through 
the use of Environmental Product Declarations, EPDs 
– dominates the marketplace, while the beneficial C2C 
qualities they are aiming for are not reflected properly in 
these LCA standards. 
The degree to which each company works with C2C varies. 
Some companies simply use C2C as a source of inspiration 
when developing their products. Others are going all out to 
become a C2C company. The results of the Learning 
Community and the experiences of the participating 
companies were published in the booklet entitled ‘Cradle 
to Cradle pays o"!’[5]. 

In response to a growing awareness that our current 
systems of production, consumption and disposal  
are damaging the environment, methods such as 
eco-design and measurement tools such as Life Cycle 
Assessment were developed in order to quantify and 
mitigate environmental damage. The concept of 
sustainable development served as a guide in this: 
‘development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs’, Brundtland[1].

Among industrial producers, the desire to minimize the 
damage caused by the production, use and disposal of 
products has grown because manufacturers wish to avoid 
image problems and meet legal requirements. Increasingly, 
businesses are adopting corporate social responsibility 
policies and taking advantage of the market opportunities 
that they can o#er.

Now, another approach is a!racting the a!ention of 
pioneering companies. The Cradle to Cradle® Innovation 
Framework, C2C®[2], is enabling companies to develop 
products which actually create a positive environmental 
footprint. The C2C design framework, with its three guiding 
principles, gives clear direction to (product) development.  
It functions as a driver for innovation in the product chain.

1.1 The Cradle to Cradle innovation  
framework …

The Cradle to Cradle® Innovation Framework has rapidly 
become the focus of increasing a!ention. It was originally 
developed in the late 1980s, and matured during the 1990s 
as a positive approach to reconciling human activity and its 
environmental impact. Current thinking on the environ-
ment encourages us ‘to reduce, reuse and recycle’. However, 
according to Michael Braungart and William McDonough, 
founders of the C2C concept, this will lead only to a 
continuation of the traditional ‘Cradle to Grave’ production 
model that has already been the cause of such enormous 
amounts of waste and pollution. As they see it, we should 
stop trying to do bad things ‘less badly’ and instead start 
doing things that are intrinsically beneficial to the environ-
ment instead.

1 Introduction
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Companies apply C2C in di!erent ways
Some companies have developed their own environmental 
toolkits with which they evaluate the environmental impact 
of their products and processes. LCA is one element in  
these toolkits. These companies may also see C2C as an 
interesting new concept with which to expand their toolkit. 
C2C challenges existing assumptions and introduces a 
completely new way of thinking. For these companies, C2C 
is primarily a design methodology or an R&D concept. This 
document will help those companies see the di#erent 
perspectives taken on specific aspects of environmental 
sustainability under both C2C and LCA.

Other companies involved in this work have adopted the 
C2C philosophy in full and integrated it into all aspects of 
their business model. The conclusions and recommen-
dations at the end of this document are mainly relevant  
for those companies that have adopted C2C in full and are 
interested in integrating LCA while continuing to follow  
the C2C methodology.

The working group, expert panel and sounding board
The participating companies stated that they were  
interested in the use of LCA as a decision-making tool  
when developing C2C policies. Several expert sessions were 
held to discuss the feasibility of using LCA to measure C2C 
products and processes. This process was supported and 
moderated by NL Agency (Agentschap NL), a Dutch govern-
ment agency that aims to promote innovation and 
sustainability. This position paper describes the main 
conclusions of these expert panels, and has been reviewed 
by an international sounding board.

1.4 Terms of reference

This assessment aims ‘to evaluate the usability of LCA as a 
measurement tool for the development and measurement of  
C2C products.’

We focus primarily on the methods and systems generally 
used in LCA, since this is the main concern for businesses 
and governments that use LCA. The remit of this document 
includes using LCA to implement C2C, but excludes the use 
of LCA for other purposes.

Those companies that are implementing the principles of 
C2C need a measurement instrument that can be used for 
three key purposes in the C2C process: 

Setting goals (vision/ambition);
Monitoring the development;
External communication.

The starting point for these companies is to use what is 
currently the most widely accepted measurement tool,  
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). LCA, unlike the LCA-based 
Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), is an open 
framework that can be very flexible. EPDs, by contrast,  
are more rigid and their Product Category Rules are based 
on sector consensus.

1.5 Target audience

This paper is essentially meant for companies which are 
considering implementing C2C but are more familiar with 
LCA. It addresses managers, designers and eco-designers, 
environmentalists, LCA specialists and CSR specialists 
working in companies who want to develop products 
according to the guiding principles of C2C. But it is also 
relevant for others who come into contact with both C2C 
and LCA, who can benefit from the comparison of the two 
concepts. As such, it will also be relevant for policymakers 
and purchasers within local and national government who 
are aiming to implement C2C, to help them understand 
what an LCA can be used to measure. The paper deals 
mainly with using LCA as an input for C2C, but some 
sections also relate to using C2C as an input for or alongside 
an LCA process. Eco-designers familiar with LCA as a tool 
will benefit from the information on the role of C2C and 
LCA in product-development processes. There is more 
practical information in the appendices about this and how 
managers, designers and CSR specialists can make use of 
both concepts.

1

Cradle to Cradle 
pays off! 

COMPANIES OF THE C2C LEARNING COMMUNITY ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCES AND LESSONS LEARNED

http://www.theterrace.nl/assets/cms/File/Booklet_Learning_Community_C2C-Cradle_to_Cradle_pays_off!.pdf
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1.6 Structure of the position paper

As stated, the objective of this assessment is ‘to evaluate the 
usability of LCA as a measurement tool for the development and 
measurement of C2C products.’

Chapter 2 explores how C2C and LCA operate in business 
development and the product design processes. Chapter 3 
focuses on three important dimensions of C2C in relation to 
LCA as a measurement tool. It describes how LCA could be 
used to measure a beneficial future footprint on the basis of 
defined qualities which are in turn based on the guiding 
principles of C2C. Chapter 4 explores the usability of LCA for 
C2C purposes by examining the guiding principles of C2C 
and the potential usefulness of LCA when assessing the 
application of these principles. The main conclusions and 
recommendations can be found in Chapter 5.

The main body of this position paper describes the 
theoretical aspects of using LCA for the purposes of C2C, 
while the appendices include further practical information 
on LCA and C2C.
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To explore the usefulness of LCA as a tool for develop-
ing and evaluating C2C products, this chapter of the 
paper will first examine how C2C and LCA operate in 
business development and the product design 
processes.

2.1 Cradle to Cradle as a framework for design  
and innovation

C2C is a design framework for innovation. It is based on a 
philosophy, guiding principles and application tools. 
Appendix 2 shows a comparison between C2C and LCA, 
including the development of new materials, processes, 
products and systems. Companies take varying approaches 
to implementing C2C. Some opt to have their existing 
products certified, others choose to optimize their products 
first and then have them certified individually, and others 
still adopt C2C across the entire company including all 
products and processes.

There are three guiding principles within the C2C framework 
for innovation:
1) Waste equals food: products and by-products are 

designed to act as defined ‘nutrients’ in a biological or a 
technical ‘metabolic system’;

2) Energy requirements must be met using sources derived 
from current solar income (either direct or derived, thus 
including geothermal and kinetic energy);

3) Celebrate diversity (biodiversity, cultural diversity, 
conceptual diversity). A diversity of actors and concepts 
will ultimately make it possible to implement C2C while 
adhering to these principles.

When developing C2C products and processes, these 
principles are applied in an integrated manner. For 
example, when developing a C2C carpet, materials are 
selected according to their healthiness during use as well as 
their compatibility with defined future uses. Both the 
production and recycling of carpets involve using a range of 

renewable energies. Applying the principles in an integrated 
manner also means that these renewable energy production 
systems are designed according to the ‘waste equals food’ 
principle.

The objective of a beneficial environmental footprint is 
fundamental to the C2C approach. C2C aims for products 
and processes that improve the environment and society, 
add value and are ‘eco-e#ective’. Progress towards this goal 
is directed by the three principles outlined above. 
Companies begin a C2C process by stating their qualitative 
intentions according to these guiding principles.

2.1.1 Se!ing goals (vision/ambition)
Companies o"en define corporate goals to reflect their 
values. A corporate strategy or policy may include eco- 
e#ectiveness (such as contributing to soil restoration) and 
eco-e$ciency (zero waste) goals.

Implementing C2C begins with the formulation of 
eco-e#ectiveness goals based on the guiding principles of 
C2C. The extent to which corporate goals are consistent with 
the C2C innovation framework and its guiding principles 
may be reflected in the company’s KPIs. 

The process starts with the C2C inventory (‘know what you 
have’). Depending on its scope, this may include data on an 
existing product or portfolio (in the case of a redesign) or 
on a product concept. It starts with a precise and compre-
hensive understanding of 1) the composition of the 
product; 2) material flows to which it contributes (or would 
contribute) and 3) the actors involved and their a!itudes. 
The C2C inventory includes a complete content declaration 
of a product to 100 ppm (parts per million).

C2C uses a back-casting approach. This means that it begins 
with the objective, and works backwards to define the 
conditions necessary to achieve this objective. Elements are 
bundled to form milestones.

2 C2C and LCA in the context  
 of  business development and 
 eco-design
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In this context, eco-e#ectiveness encompasses not only the 
final result but also the interim results achieved along the 
way, which represent the conditions for reaching the final 
objective. From the customer’s perspective, buying products 
from a company which has not yet achieved its final 
objective but which has stated its intention to achieve that 
objective also represents an eco-e#ective contribution to a 
be!er environment under the C2C approach (but an 
additional challenge in evaluating the ‘C2C-ness’ of 
products).

2.1.2 The C2C Roadmap and monitoring progress
Goal-se!ing is at the heart of the C2C design and innovation 
framework. It is the process through which the core 
principles of C2C are applied to a product or process. The 
C2C Roadmap is an important application tool that 
describes the pathway that the organization will take to 
achieve its goals. It includes clearly identifiable and 
measurable milestones, or key performance indicators 
(KPIs), which can be used to assess the extent to which the 
goals have been achieved. 

Under C2C, KPIs might include activities outside the 
company’s own boundaries. For example, for service 
products with post-use management of the used products 
and materials, the system of KPIs could encompass:

collection of used products and materials;

recovery of materials from the used products collected.

Those milestones (e.g. percentage of recycled content, 
percentage of solar income, and so on) are measurable, but 
do not usually require a full LCA. More targeted tools could 
be used instead and a screening LCA or a carbon footprint 
may be enough, for example. It would be useful to explore 
how selected LCA tools could be used to evaluate the 
milestones on a C2C roadmap. The selective use of tools 
could avoid costly duplication on occasions when a full LCA 
is not needed.

2.1.3 C2C certification (external communication)
Products made from materials which are environmentally 
safe, healthy and recyclable are awarded the C2C certificate. 
C2C certification gives companies a way of demonstrating 
the success and progress of their products. Consumers may 
seek out products on the basis of whether they have met 
this quality requirement. Additionally, the use of renewable 
forms of energy, a responsible a!itude to water usage and 
other social aspects are also considered. A C2C certificate 
remains valid for one year, a"er which recertification is 
needed. A higher level of certification may be awarded if 
progress has been made. Certification shows the extent to 
which a product has satisfied the requirements of C2C and 
there are four di#erent levels of certification: basic, silver, 

gold and platinum. Certification is planned to be carried  
out by an independent NGO, the C2C Product Innovation 
Institute in California[6]. The institute is currently imple-
menting a critical review of the certification process and  
is planning to release an updated version (3.0) in early 2012.

2.2 Life Cycle Assessment as a measurement 
tool

Life Cycle Assessment tools have been developed within a 
broad and open community of experts and companies. No 
one individual or organization owns the method, although 
several privately and publicly owned so"ware tools and 
databases are used, and a number of organizations have 
produced LCA handbooks. Global guidance is provided 
through ISO standards 14040 and 14044, and through the 
UNEP/SETAC Lifecycle initiative. In Europe, the JRC in Ispra 
runs an LCA centre that has developed its own methods and 
database[7].

The aim of LCA is to provide a tool to help decision makers 
understand and improve the environmental impact of 
products and services. Systematic measurement is essential 
if we want to assess and mitigate the impact of human 
activity on the environment. LCA is not a design concept:  
it focuses on understanding products, whether they are 
already in production or will be produced in the future.

LCA includes all possible aspects of environmental impact, 
from the raw materials consumed during manufacturing 
(cradle) to disposal of the product a"er use in a landfill or 
incineration site (grave), or – in the case of recycling – its 
new lifecycle (the next cradle). It is necessary to isolate the 
impact of a single product because production processes 
and product systems are o"en interlinked. 
Three key issues that must be addressed are:

System boundaries:  1) Where do we stop modelling? 
2) What can be omi!ed without distorting results?
Allocation: Industrial processes o"en result in more than 
one product (or service). For example, if we want to 
model the product ‘milk’, we find that ca!le farming also 
produces meat, leather, bones etc. How do we allocate a 
share of the environmental impact of ca!le farming to 
‘milk’ in particular?
Regional di"erences: The electricity consumed by a 
company in France will use energy from a di#erent source 
(mainly nuclear) to a company in Denmark (mainly coal 
and some wind power) or Norway, (mainly hydro-electric 
power). This means that identical production processes 
that consume electricity can have a di#erent environmen-
tal impact depending on where they are carried out.

These are a few of the complexities involved with ‘model-
ling the world’, whether this is the model of a C2C world or 
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not. How LCAs are conducted depends on the decision 
context. 

It is important to note that different choices or forecasts of how 
industrial processes interact and how the market responds to 
changes can lead to different models and therefore different results.

The best way to handle the ambiguity that results from this 
complexity is to be transparent, clear and consistent on how 
choices and interpretations are made. This means that in an 
LCA study, the purpose and goal of the study, which are 
o"en based on the decision context of the LCA, need to be 
clearly described and justified in a goal and scope document. 
The goal and scope document also describes the choices 
and assumptions made (including the system boundaries), 
the required depth of the analysis as well as the use of future 
scenarios and the main methodological choices. Conse-
quently, when performing an LCA for a C2C product, it is 
essential to specify which aspects of C2C will be assessed 
and how. It is also wise to state which C2C aspects are not 
taken into consideration. This information needs to be 
included in the goal and scope document. Despite criticism 
of its ambiguity, LCA has been accepted and adopted as an 
important tool enabling us to measure the environmental 
impact of products and processes systematically.

The world of LCA is constantly improving as methods  
evolve to assess environmental impact ever more accurately. 
This position paper focuses on commonly used LCA 
methodology at the time of writing.

2.2.1 Se!ing goals
LCA can be used as a measurement tool in eco-design 
processes. One of the purposes of LCA in eco-design is to 
identify environmental hotspots. Hotspot analysis helps 
product developers to prioritize areas for improvement a"er 
an LCA has been conducted. 

A key difference from the C2C approach is that when 
conducting an LCA, priorities are not set a priori. Depending 
on the hotspot analysis, it is possible to focus on product 
development to improve recycling of the used materials, 
but equally the focus may be on minimizing energy use, 
reducing the amount of materials used, improving logistics, 
replacing toxic materials, and so on.

2.2.2 Monitoring progress and the benefits of C2C
Another use for LCA in eco-design processes is in comparing 
alternative design solutions and identifying an alternative 
that has a lower environmental impact. It is also possible to 
compare the initial product design with a redesigned 
product to reveal how much progress has been made in 
reducing the environmental impact. LCA can be used in C2C 
to show whether environmental burdens are being shi"ed.

LCA-related standards are o"en unable to reveal the benefits 
of C2C products. The short guide in appendix 7 includes a 
number of points which may be relevant when analysing 
C2C products using an LCA, including the aspects relevant  
to C2C. The usefulness of LCA in measuring specific 
indicators depends on the flexibility of LCA models. If they 
are flexible enough, LCA can play a more useful role in C2C.

2.2.% Communication: LCA as a basis for 
 Environmental Product Declarations

The ambiguity of LCA results and its misuse in ‘green-
washing’ have prompted the development of a series of  
ISO standards. Greenwashing is common among companies 
that wish to improve their green credentials. The ‘sins of 
greenwashing’ website[8] publishes a regular overview and 
found that only 5% of all products investigated were 
innocent of all the ‘seven sins of green washing’.

The ISO distinguishes four ways of communicating 
environmental information about products:
1. Full LCA reports as described above. These are used in 

business-to-business communication.
2. Environmental claims (ISO14024), such as ‘this product  

is recyclable’. The standard describes the minimum 
requirements that must be met before this claim or other 
popular claims can be made.

3. Environmental labels (ISO14021), such as the EU flower, 
the Nordic Swan, the blue angel and the Dutch Milieukeur. 
The ISO standard stipulates that a generic LCA must be 
conducted. This is then used as one of the inputs for a 
panel of experts which sets easily verifiable requirements 
for products to meet before they can carry a particular 
label. The aim is to reward only the top 20% of products 
on the market.

4. Environmental Product Declarations (ISO 14025) are 
declarations of environmental impact that are usually 
printed on the product or packaging. There is some 
parallel with the standardized nutritional information 
found on many food and drink products. The idea is to 
empower consumers to choose for themselves, but the 
most important application seems to be in a business-to-
business context. To minimize the problem of ambiguity, 
the standard describes a procedure according to which a 
‘Product Category Rule’ (PCR) must be defined9. The PCR 
is comparable with the Goal and Scope Document used in 
LCA. Results must be calculated in the same way within 
each product category. PCRs are also developed through a 
transparent stakeholder consultation process. One source 
of confusion, however, is that these PCRs are developed 
on a national or regional basis. 

Environmental Product Declarations
Recently some very important initiatives to streamline 
Environmental Product Declarations have emerged: The 
greenhouse gas protocol from the World Business Council 
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Sustainable Development[10], The Sustainability 
Consortium[11] and the PCR Harmonization initiative[12].

In the experience of the working group, these LCA standards 
are not suitable for communicating the ‘C2C-ness’ of a 
product, and thus unsuited for external C2C communica-
tion. Why they are not suitable in relation to C2C-specific 
qualitative benefits is explained in chapter 4. 

2.# Development of materials, processes, 
products and systems

Both C2C and LCA can be used to develop materials, 
processes, products and systems. The guiding principles of 
C2C are based on the notion that materials, products and 
processes form part of a wider system – a biological system 
and/or a technological system – in which materials are 
defined as ‘nutrients’ that interact with humans, the open 
environment and future generations. This is not to be 
confused with C2C certification, which is only available for 
materials and products. The C2C process focuses on 
changing a product throughout its functional and environ-
mental uses, taking account of the societal context in which 

it is embedded. The process aims at system change and 
there is no rule about where in the supply chain to start, or 
where to end. The inventory will move up and down the 
chain. Under this method of system change, the starting 
point is usually irrelevant. 
LCA looks at the whole product chain when analysing the 
environmental performance of a product. If an LCA covers 
the system in which a product operates, this defines the 
boundaries of the LCA.

2.3.1 Product development process
C2C and LCA can both be used in the product-development 
process. LCA can be used as one of the tools in an eco-
design process, to measure the environmental impact of 
products. C2C is a guiding framework for the design 
process. The table below gives an overview of both in 
relation to eco-design.

C2C and LCA can complement one another. An important 
di#erence is that in LCA the direction for design solutions  
is depending on the analysis of the impacts, and not on the 
basis of guiding principles. Appendix 3 focuses on how C2C 
and LCA operate at each stage of the product development 
process. 

Aim

Design tool

Beginning, generation of idea,  
divergence

Final stage, evaluation, convergence

Table 1: C2C and LCA in a (eco-)design process.

C!C 

Make good products (eco-e!ectiveness).

Give a clear direction, through the three guiding 
principles.

C"C gives a clear direction at the start of the 
design process (divergence phase). This direction 
is based on its innovation framework and the 
corresponding guiding principles. They de#ne 
the bene#cial qualities to aim for.

Qualitative check: does the C"C product meet 
the stated intentions?

Eco-design / LCA

Take environmental impact into account when 
designing products; LCA can help determine this 
impact.

Give a clear direction by identifying hotspots 
using a range of information sources, of which 
LCA may be one.

LCA can be used to give a clear direction at the 
start of the design process and support 
designers in making choices.

LCA mainly comes in at the #nal stage of the 
design process to assess a number of design 
options in quantitative terms, and use this for 
retrospective learning and communication.
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The companies’ experiences
The companies participating in the working group reported 
that when following the C2C framework completely, it was 
sensible to carry out an LCA in order to know how consum-
ers and governments who use LCA would view their 
product. An LCA can help to:

shi"ing (i.e. reducing one environmental impact while 
increasing another one);

questions are asked, in the event that the product has a 
worse environmental impact.

For those companies not following the full C2C framework, 
we did not identify elements that could be added to the 
environmental analysis toolkit during this assessment 
because within C2C this is presented as an overall approach, 
in which everything is connected and it is therefore not 
possible to isolate specific parts.

Once a company has decided to deliver a C2C-certified 
product, an LCA is much easier to carry out because the data 
needed for the LCA will be much more easily available. C2C 
involves knowing exactly what is in your product, and this is 
precisely the data that is needed to conduct a proper LCA.

2.%.2 When do we need an LCA, when do we not 
 need an LCA?

LCAs are useful if an environmental impact assessment 
relating to the entire lifecycle is needed, or when the 
environmental impacts of multiple products are to be 
compared. 
This means they are only useful in the context of C2C if there 
is a clearly defined goal to measure, analyse and compare 
life-cycle impacts. If such a goal has not been clearly 
identified, a detailed LCA may be redundant. But even when 
there is such a goal, there may be other and simpler ways to 
achieve the desired result. A simple mass-flow analysis, 
energy analysis, the use of LCA-based eco-indicators, or 
plain common sense may be enough.
A short guide to LCA, which also addresses the relevant 
aspects of C2C, is included in appendix 7.

2.4 Summary

Findings of this chapter
Exploring C2C and LCA more closely in a business develop-
ment and eco-design context, we have learned that LCA  
can be used for C2C purposes when setting goals (LCA can 
contribute to the C2C inventory) and for monitoring whether 
burdens are shi"ing. However, current LCA standards are 
not suitable for communicating the ‘C2C-ness’ of a product, 
and thus not suitable for external C2C communication. Neither 
are there any plans to make this a goal, as far as the 
participants of this project are aware of.

Remaining questions
Monitoring the progress made in a C2C process by using a 
measurement tool like LCA requires a more detailed 
exploration. We need to know more about the relevant 
dimensions of C2C in relation to LCA. Can a beneficial future 
environmental footprint based on defined qualities be 
measured with an instrument like LCA? Chapter 3 will 
address this question. 
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Exploring whether LCA can be used for C2C purposes 
means understanding the principles of C2C and how 
they relate to LCA. During the expert discussions on 
measuring the ‘C2C-ness’ of a product, three basic 
contradictions were identified between the C2C 
innovation framework and the LCA measurement tool. 

These contradictions are captured in the following 
sentence:

‘Measuring a qualitativeA planB for creating a beneficialC 
footprint using a quantitativeA instrument designed to evaluate 
an existingB environmentally damagingC footprint.’ 

Each of these contradictions will now be explained in more 
detail and illustrated with examples. 

3.1 Using a quantitative measurement tool to 
measure qualitative solutions (A)

C2C is based on the qualitative goals set out in its three 
guiding principles. Any particular course of action is 
evaluated against these qualitative goals, which serve as 
benchmarks. Some of these can be quantified using LCA, 
but others cannot.

For example, qualities such as the health benefits of natural 
light and access to fresh air and its influence on human 
productivity are an integral part of C2C but are di$cult to 
incorporate under current LCA methodology. Contributing 
to a green environment is another quality that is hard to 
measure in a quantitative manner in current LCA measure-
ment terms. 

However, qualities that are being accounted for under 
current LCA methodology can be included if they are well 
defined. For example, if the production process of textiles is 
developed in such a way that the water leaves the process 
cleaner than it came in (containing fewer chemicals).

The extent to which the defined qualities of a C2C product 
can be measured with LCA therefore depends on the extent 
to which they can be quantified for LCA measurement. In 
other words, it depends on the extent to which they can be 
described in current LCA measurement terms rather than 
conceptually or in non-LCA measurement terms.

The measurability of C2C developments and products 
according to C2C’s guiding principles (on which the  
defined qualities are based) is discussed in greater detail  
in Chapter 4.

3.2 Using current data to measure a future 
solution (B)

The C2C innovation framework is about future solutions. 
Targets are set, and milestones defined along the path to 
achieving those targets. These function as drivers for 
innovation. Under the current situation, exactly what the 
final solution will look like is o"en unknown; however,  
this is common in product development and by no means 
unique to C2C and LCA. 

How can we evaluate future development? It is possible to 
conduct an LCA on future technologies if a scenario for that 
technology can be created. Once a future scenario has been 
agreed (including backcasting and interim milestones), it is 
possible to evaluate future technologies using an LCA. 
However, data for future technologies can never be certain 
and all uncertainties (model uncertainties, subjective 
choices, sensitivity analysis comparing product a+b) need to 
be documented. 

A!empts are being made to address these uncertainties. The 
Prosuite project[13] is currently working to develop sustain-
ability estimates for four technology cases (carbon storage, 
nanotechnology, bio-refinery and multifunctional mobiles) 
in close consultation with the stakeholders involved. 

! The dimensions of C2C in relation 
 to LCA
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The ‘C2C-ness’ of products can be measured if they are 
defined using data that reflect the C2C design solution  
likely to be used in the future. However, the measurability 
of that data is subject to the ability to measure future 
outputs accurately. LCA is designed to measure a point  
in time based on existing impacts. It is not designed to 
evaluate a company’s progress in completing steps towards 
a qualitative goal.

For example, the predicted percentage of recycled content 
can be calculated where detailed figures are available (on 
how the material is transported and recycled), and the 
expected toxicity can be measured if detailed information 
on the material is available. However, if new materials and 
processes will need to be developed to meet the qualitative 
goals set, LCA can only evaluate this if environmental data 
can be estimated on the basis of a concrete scenario.

The same applies to energy production. Available data 
should be used, if necessary assuming that some innova-
tions will be achieved (e.g. the complete recycling of solar 
cells or wind turbines, including how they will be recycled).

3.3 Measuring a (positive) beneficial  
environmental footprint with an  
instrument that is designed to measure  
a (negative) environmentally damaging 
footprint (C)

The basic goal of the C2C innovation framework is to 
develop products that will leave a beneficial environmental 
footprint. This positive footprint could be achieved by, for 
example, using solar income so that products generate 
more energy than they consume over their whole life cycle. 
The three guiding principles are used to define a beneficial 
footprint: waste equals food, use current solar income, and 
celebrate diversity.

%.%.1 Eco-e#ectiveness under C2C
Within the C2C framework, ‘eco-e#ectiveness’ means 
product designs with an intended beneficial impact and the 
development processes to achieve them. A ‘desired state’ or 
ambition is formulated: implementing the three basic 
guiding principles (waste equals food, use current solar 
income, celebrate diversity) within the design for the 
product or service. For example, a carpet may be designed 
with a functional use (covering the floor) as well as other 
beneficial objectives such as ‘cleaning the air’, ‘cleaning the 
water’, or ‘supporting biodiversity’ (whether during the 
production process or while in use). 

Eco-e#ectiveness does not necessarily exclude eco-e$ciency 
and in specific cases, eco-e$ciency can even lower the 
threshold for eco-e#ective solutions. This applies particu-
larly to energy use:

of energy (example: o$ce lighting powered by photo-
voltaic cells integrated into the building).

derived from current solar income in a mix increases as 
energy use becomes more e$cient.  

%.%.2 Measuring C2C’s eco-e#ectiveness with LCA
When using LCA to evaluate a product as part of an 
eco-design process, the approach is to measure  
environmental impact. Under C2C, LCA would not be  
used to calculate ‘damage’ but to calculate the benefits  
of ‘solutions’ (the evaluation of ideas) or in other words,  
the extent to which solutions contribute to the stated 
intentions.

Measuring C2C’s eco-e#ectiveness, for example, means 
measuring the benefits of collecting fine dust, cleaning 
water, or restoring depleted soil. Some of these benefits can 
be measured using LCA. The benefits of energy-producing 
buildings for example can be measured using LCA. However, 
measuring the environmental benefits of related C2C results 
such as design for disassembly and materials pooling is 
limited using LCA.

To conclude, LCA has been developed specifically to 
measure the damaging environmental impact of products; 
however, elements of LCA can also be used to measure the 
established beneficial (positive) footprint of C2C products, 
although there are limits under the current LCA approach. 
These limits relate to LCA’s ability to measure quality: some 
aspects of quality can be measured under LCA, but not all.

LCA aggregates the materials emission and resource use 
figures on environmental damage. C2C also addresses the 
quality of products as nutrients. This means that the extent 
to which the benefits of C2C can be measured depends on 
the extent to which the stated (beneficial) qualities can be 
quantified (contradiction A). How LCA can be used to 
measure quantified beneficial qualities is described in the 
short guide on LCA (appendix 7).
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This chapter has shown that the extent to which the defined 
qualities of a C2C product can be measured using LCA 
depends on how far they can be quantified for LCA 
measurement. In other words, it depends on how far they 
can be described in terms of current LCA measurements 
rather than conceptually or in non-LCA measurement 
terms.

Remaining questions
Further exploration is needed on whether and how 
C2C-defined qualities can be quantified in concrete current 
LCA terms. These qualities are defined on the basis of C2C’s 
guiding principles, so exploring the usability of LCA for C2C 
purposes therefore brings us back to C2C’s guiding 
principles and how compatible they are with LCA assess-
ment. In other words, which indicators, based on the 
guiding principles of C2C, can be measured? Chapter 4 will 
consider this question.

Quality –Quantity

Future – Present

Bene"ts – Damage

C!C 

Qualitative statements are the starting point.

Future solutions.

Create and develop a bene"cial environmental 
footprint.

LCA

Quantitative assessment.

Current data generally used.

Measurement tool developed to measure 
damaging environmental impact.

3.4 Summary

Findings of this chapter
An overview of the contradictions between C2C and LCA:
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The C2C innovation framework is based on three 
guiding principles, and these also form the basis for 
C2C certification. A closer look at these guiding 
principles can indicate whether LCA can be used to 
measure the ‘C2C-ness’ of a product. It should be noted 
that in this paper we only focus on the first two 
principles of C2C. The third guiding principle, 
‘Celebrate diversity’, was not studied during the expert 
sessions due to time constraints.

4.1 The first guiding principle of C2C:  
‘Waste equals food’

According to C2C, ‘waste’ should serve as ‘food’, meaning 
that ‘nutrients remain nutrients’ or ‘everything should 
become a resource for something else’. It is understood as 
‘the right material, at the right place at the right time’, where 
‘right’ means the suitability of materials for a defined use in 
a defined context. This evaluation depends on the interac-
tion of both the solution-o#ering side (the product) and the 
solution-using side (the user and its environment). The 
product and the materials it contains may have an impact in 
a strict sense (its e#ect on the user) and in a wider sense 
(such as fertilizing the soil a"er use).

For example, in the case of the paper cascade (biosphere, 
see also figure 1), o$ce paper can be recycled up to seven 
times as o$ce paper. When the fibres become too short,  
the next stages in the cascade include reuse as cardboard, 
tissues or toilet paper before the material returns to the 
biosphere as a nutrient (via waste water, compost or ash). 
This requires all products in the cascade to be developed in 
such a way that they can safely enter the biosphere and be 
used for fertilization and soil reconstruction. This helps the 
cultivation of new trees, and a new cascade starts.

The example of the paper cascade illustrates that ‘the right 
material in the right place at the right time’ is highly 
context-dependent and localized. It also shows that all used 
materials are defined as ‘food’ (=resource) for something 
else and that ‘emissions’ can nourish organisms that they 
come into contact with. In case of the paper cascade, the 
design and composition of o$ce paper already takes into 
account the subsequent stages of the paper cascade, i.e. all 
the ingredients used to manufacture the o$ce paper must 
be suitable as nutrients/resources for the next steps of the 
cascade, including the last step which could be composting, 
defined combustion or digestion. 

All this requires a very clearly defined use scenario for a 
product. A"er use, every part or substance in the product 
should serve as a ‘nutrient’ for something else. A ‘nutrient’ 
is a resource, a substance that contributes towards the 
production of a ‘new’ beneficial product in a ‘new’ context. 
This means that the materials used must be suitable to all 
the contexts that it will pass through, from the extraction of 
raw materials, the production process to the various usage 
cycles that are planned for the materials. It will thus be 
decided at an early stage whether a material will be used in a 
technical context or in a biological context. C2C’s suitability 
to context is a carefully balanced combination of cascading 
and toxicity. C2C’s nutrient management thus relates to 
resource management, which takes account of recycling 
and toxicity from a sustainability perspective. The following 
sections will examine both of these topics more closely.

" The guiding principles of C2C and
  their measurability with LCA
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Figure 1:  Example of a cradle to cradle paper cascade.
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4.1.1 Nutrient management: recycling, cascading  
 and upcycling

Nutrient management is a key issue when designing and 
developing a C2C product. Nutrient management scenarios 
are defined for biological and/or technical systems, and 
include past, present and future cradles. Depending on the 
scenario, parts or materials may be re-used in the same type 
of product, so a carpet tile may become a carpet tile again, 
for example. Sometimes materials flow through a pre-
defined cascade. 

Nutrient management in product design means defining  
a product and the materials it contains according to their 
potential to act as nutrients in biological systems, or 
‘technical nutrients’ for future generations of technical 
products. Whether a product is a source of technical 
nutrients is the result of investment on the part of the 
producer. The producer of a first-generation product 
therefore has an interest in managing the materials 
(nutrients), whether himself or through third parties,  
so that he can benefit from this investment.

How can we measure recycling or a defined cascade use with 
an LCA? In an LCA, recyclability in a technical system can 
only be measured if the assumption of recycling is made. 
LCA is traditionally used to measure impacts that actually 
occur; intentions do not count. In this context, recyclability 
is only relevant if the product is actually recycled; whether 
materials are suitable for recycling is not relevant. A 
recyclable product that is incinerated has the same status  
as a non-recyclable product. Design for biological recycling 
or design for disassembly can be measured with an LCA, 
provided the recycling scenario can be modelled. 

Under LCA, recyclability is not necessarily positive. The 
benefit of recycling can only be measured when the recycled 
material is actually used to replace virgin ones. Under LCA, 
there is some discussion about how to account for this 
benefit and to whom it should be credited. This is related to 
the question of which stakeholder makes the e#ort, and can 
thus claim the reward for recycling. 

For example, when aluminium is recycled, the question is 
who to credit for this – the party responsible for making the 
secondary aluminium or the party that uses the secondary 
aluminium? Although there are some guidelines, there is 
no clear consensus yet within the LCA community and its 
stakeholders on this.

The modelling of recycling under LCA must be clearly 
explained in the goal and scope document. It is possible to 
take into account the entire cascade (including transporta-
tion, the recycling process and the use of virgin materials 
that is avoided) or only part of it. The decision will depend 
on the goal and scope of the study.

C2C aims for continuous flows of materials in the biosphere 
or the technosphere. This makes it very di$cult to define 
the system boundaries, which is required for LCA. 

Under eco-design, a long lifespan is usually preferable. Under 
C2C, a ‘defined period of use’ is established that takes into 
account rapid technological developments, pa!erns of use, 
etc. If a product is designed for a long lifespan, as for 
example a wastewater pipe would be, this should also be 
taken into account.

Suitability to the context of the biological system implies 
that biological nutrients should return to the biosphere, 
even if they contain no ‘nutritional’ elements. At the same 
time, biomaterials are acceptable as a source of ‘current 
solar income’. Under LCA, paper could be incinerated as 
long as this does not give rise to problematic emissions.  
In fact, an LCA would clearly show that the incineration of 
paper for the production of electricity is preferable to 
composting, for example. In C2C terms, paper contains 
valuable nutrients or bio-resources, such as carbon. Here  
a broad definition of biological nutrition is used. In the 
example of the paper cascade above, the cascade does not 
exclude dedicated combustion at the last stage of the 
cascade, provided that the paper has been designed for 
combustion (in terms of the used additives or inks etc.). The 
remaining ashes (carbon) could then be returned to the soil.

4.1.2 Nutrient management: toxicity, ABC-X,  
 health and environmental aspects

The example of the paper cascade shows that the content  
of the product requires thorough consideration at each level 
of the cascade. At each stage of ‘defined use’, the material 
should fit the purpose of the overall cascade. So if the paper 
is destined for compost in the last stage of the cascade, all 
previous stages need to take account of that final stage, i.e. 
the paper should be healthy for the soil. Within C2C, the 
evaluation of the biological resource value of materials that 
are intended to have a new cradle in biological systems 
makes use of toxicological data on chemicals. 

In many cases, it is not possible to calculate to what degree 
a material is suitable for its context. Under LCA, this is don  
e on the basis of the actual impact that occurs as a result of 
releasing toxic substances (emissions) to the environment 
over the lifecycle of the product (not the toxic content). 
Research is on-going in the LCA community for modelling  
a wider range of environmental impacts more accurately, 
such as measuring the impact on indoor air quality and 
local aspects.

Under LCA, toxicity is viewed in terms of emissions into  
the environment. C2C, however, also looks at the value of 
materials as biological or technical nutrients and not only  
at the toxicity of emissions. If we look at toxicity in terms of 
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emissions (LCA), this is a totally di#erent viewpoint then 
the content approach of C2C. In e#ect, these two toxicity 
approaches are not comparable with one another at all.

Another point is that very low levels of emissions are o"en 
omi!ed from an LCA if they seem irrelevant. However, if 
very low emissions occur over the entire life cycle, they must 
be included. In this case, where no data is available, an 
estimate must be made. This brings uncertainty in an LCA. 
Under C2C, if these low emissions also represent scarce 
resources, the risk for the future availability of resources 
(nutrient management) must also be estimated. 

Around 145,000 chemicals are used in industry (REACH 
preregister). About 6,000 of these are subject to regulation 
due to proven toxicity. Some chemicals are not regulated 
because they have been deemed to be non-toxic. The vast 
majority, however, are simply not classified. The most 
comprehensive LCA impact assessment method, Usetox, 
includes profiles for 5,000 substances. Much less emphasis 
is put on toxicity issues compared with C2C. Under LCA, ISO 
generally requires a cut-o# that fits the goal and scope of 
the LCA study. Normally 99% of all environmental impact 
must be accounted for. This means that any substance that 
is relevant in terms of its environmental impact will be 
included in an LCA, regardless of the level of emissions.  
In C2C, material composition is known to a level of at least 
100 ppm (parts per million).

Certain health issues are important in C2C that have yet to 
be defined under LCA. For example, aspects relating to the 
sensitization potential for skin or the respiratory system  
are excluded in an LCA. Not all aspects of C2C can be 
included in an LCA. 

Local effects: LCA impact assessment can be criticized for its 
lack of site-specificity, and its linearity. This is a simplifica-
tion, although much work is now being done to tackle this. 
Future databases will support GIS-based (Geographic 
Information System) coordinates for be!er modelling.

It is di$cult to measure toxicity with precision and this 
problem is not LCA-related but extends to all systems that 
aim to assess toxicity. The two main problems are:

Exposure: what fraction of an emission is ingested or 
inhaled? This depends on the climate, population 
density, and in the case of indoor emissions, ventilation. 
Indoor exposure is not assessed as standard under LCA, 
but it is being worked on.
Toxic impact: once the exposure has been established, the 
toxic impact needs to be assessed. Human testing is not 
feasible, so toxicologists extrapolate on data for lower 
organisms or test animals. Extrapolation to humans 
involves uncertainty of up to three orders of magnitude.

4.1.3 Nutrient (mis)management: the example of CO2
Under LCA, CO2 and its role in climate change play a very 
important role. Major releases of CO2 are related to energy 
production from fossil fuels. Energy is also required to 
establish material flows. Under C2C, energy should be 
produced from sources derived from current solar income. 
The energy necessary for materials pooling (transport and 
recycling processes) should come from these sources as 
well. So energy consumption and production is part of the 
C2C supply chain partnership. Section 4.2 examines C2C’s 
second guiding principle on energy.

From a C2C point of view, CO2 is a nutrient that has been 
mismanaged during recent decades. There is too much CO2 
in the atmosphere, which is causing climate change. When 
CO2 is released during the continuous material flows 
surrounding products, this CO2 also needs to be managed 
as a material. For example, greenhouses for growing 
vegetables and fruit will benefit from CO2. They could be 
positioned near a factory that emits CO2 as a by-product. 
Algae turn CO2 into valuable nutrients which can be 
converted into plastics, fuels and many other materials. 
Atmospheric carbon can be sequestered through the plant 
cycle and turned into stable humus carbon, where it can be 
stored long term.

4.1.4 Findings: ‘Waste equals food’ 
It is very di$cult or impossible to quantify the ‘waste equals 
food’ principle using LCA:

Recycling and Cascading: 
 materials cascade is usually 

calculated, but is di$cult to calculate when recycling is 
involved. Who is credited for the recycling process – the 
recycler, the user or the source of the recycled material? 
Among the commissioners of LCA studies, there is no 
consensus on this yet.

Furthermore, recyclability has no meaning under LCA. 
The recycling process can only be taken into account in an 
LCA if realistic assumptions can be made about the 
anticipated recycled percentage.

is assessed using LCA, this should be clearly described in 
the goal and scope definition. In the assumptions and 
scenario definition, the percentage of recycling and 
figures in the transport and recycling processes can be 
included.

Toxicity: 
Very di#erent approaches are taken to toxicity under C2C 
and LCA. C2C looks at the suitability of a material to the 
context in which it is used and at the properties of the 
material. LCA focuses on emissions of the material during 
its life cycle.
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C2C on the other hand looks at the toxicity of the 
materials. LCA o"en omits minor substance flows, which 
appear to be irrelevant in comparison to the overall 
environmental impact along the whole life cycle. The C2C 
strategy is to choose materials which are suitable for their 
pre-defined use and context. There is a lack of data, which 
means that products with a low impact measured with 
LCA, can include highly toxic chemicals which constitute 
a substantial local risk. LCAs can therefore appear 
inadequate when it comes to toxicology.

under LCA compared to C2C. If toxicity accounts for less 
than 1% of the total environmental impact in an LCA, it is 
not taken into account. Under C2C the composition of a 
material should be known to at least 100 ppm (parts per 
million).

calculated under LCA. A very specific LCA can only be 
made in some very well-defined cases. For instance, 
calculating the impact of a material on indoor air quality 
with an LCA is di$cult at the initial phase of develop-
ment, but not impossible.

4.2 The second guiding principle of C2C:  
‘Use current solar income’

The principle of using ‘current solar income’ is largely 
consistent with the concept of ‘renewable energy’ as it is 
generally understood. Sources that use current solar income 
include wind turbines, solar panels, wave-powered, 
bio-powered, kinetic and shallow geothermal energy 
systems. 

Around 10,000 times more solar energy is available on earth 
today than is consumed. Hitherto, the only limitation has 
been our ability to harness this energy. In e#ect, this is 
another issue that relates to the management of material 
flows and as such the second principle of C2C is closely 
linked to the first: renewable energy is only renewable when 
the materials used for producing energy are renewed in the 
same period as they are used. The implementation of C2C’s 
second principle tends towards increasingly decentralized 
energy production.

Companies can incorporate the second principle into their 
strategy by using renewable energy, but just as important is 
their capacity to influence suppliers by including it as part of 
their purchasing criteria for raw materials. C2C thus 
encourages making current solar income usable by industry 
while applying the ‘waste equals food’ principle to all 
materials including those used to generate and distribute 
energy. 
 

The approach of using renewable energy in the whole 
product chain is one of greatest challenges and also one of 
the main reasons why C2C products do not always perform 
well in an LCA. The current underutilization of current solar 
income in the supply chain o"en generates a negative 
outcome under LCA. C2C aims for a quality statement which 
considers how energy is produced and how e#ectively it is 
used, whereas LCA considers the amount of energy used 
throughout the lifespan of the product. In LCA, the 
production and use of fossil energy is seen as a main source 
of many of today’s environmental problems. Energy use 
throughout the life cycle appears to be the most important 
cause of environmental damage for many products. 
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Clarification to the figure: 
 = wind (EU average);   = biofuel, in this case wood (Sweden); 

 = solar (the Netherlands);   = nuclear (EU average) and   = coal (EU average).

Please note
highly or that both are equally important. The impact of solar cells occurs mainly during production and disposal. The latest technology 

4.2.1 Measuring energy production systems with LCA
The environmental impact of di#erent energy production systems (solar panels, wind mills, regular mix 
(coal etc.) and nuclear) was calculated using currently available data. The chart below shows the results.

Figure 2: Comparison of environmental impact of energy production systems in SimaPro.
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4.2.2 Energy and LCA
The option that has the least environmental impact varies 
according to the location. The data on the chart shows that 
using current technology, German wind power has less 
environmental impact than German solar power, but in the 
Sahara solar power may be much be!er than wind for 
example. Also it can be seen that under an LCA comparison, 
renewable sources like solar power still have an impact. This 
impact occurs mainly during the production and disposal of 
solar panels. Furthermore, solar panel technology is 
developing rapidly and this is hard to keep up with in LCA 
databases. So at the moment of calculation, data can quickly 
become out-dated compared to the newest solar 
technology.

However, LCA does not claim to be exact or comprehensive, 
as the discussion on nuclear energy demonstrates. LCA 
usually excludes the possibility of accidents and considers 
only the environmental impact of normal operation. It does 
not consider the birds killed by wind turbines or the 
between 10,000 and 100,000 deaths that occur in coal 
mining every year, for example. As such, LCA cannot be 
followed blindly. Decision makers use a range of tools and 
approaches and the scope of any LCA should be considered 
carefully.

4.2.3 Energy and C2C
The three basic principles of C2C clearly incentivize the 
development of certain energy options and the elimination 
of others. 

Nuclear energy is not an option under the C2C approach 
because it is inconsistent with both the first principle 
(‘waste equals food’) and the second (‘use current solar 
income’). Furthermore, nuclear power is associated with 
risks which are unacceptable within the C2C innovation 
framework (as illustrated by the nuclear accidents in 
Chernobyl, Ukraine and Fukushima, Japan), which are not 
included in the current LCA model. 

Neither is energy sourced from burning fossil fuels 
acceptable under C2C because it is inconsistent with both 
the second principle (coal is not current solar income) as 
well as the first (the waste products from fossil fuel 
combustion do not currently find a productive fate in the 
environment, quite the contrary). There are also other 
significant aspects such as the injuries and fatalities that 
occur in the mining industry. This kind of ‘damage’ is not 
included in the current LCA model. Under C2C, CO2 is a 
nutrient that should be managed – by supplying it to green 
houses or sequestering it into organic forms for use in 
topsoil, for example.

The impact figures associated with supplying renewable 
energy are calculated using the non-renewable energy forms 
that are currently used to produce the required infrastruc-
ture (wind turbines, solar panels and so on). As such, they 
represent a snapshot for a given point in time. As the 
infrastructure needed to capture renewable energy becomes 
more widespread, the share of renewable energy used to 
produce the next generation of renewable energy infrastruc-
ture will also increase, causing a reduction in its impact 
profile. The apparent objectivity of current (or slightly 
out-dated) figures can impact negatively on decisions to 
develop this infrastructure. This tendency to slow down the 
introduction of a potentially e#ective shi" in energy 
production is intrinsic to the more conservative LCA 
approach. An observer is never objective. He influences a 
system by the way he observes it. It is therefore important  
to describe the goal and scope of the LCA. The Prosuite 
approach[13], which involves calculating feasible future 
scenarios (including the recyclability of the energy delivery 
systems), may help to introduce more ‘objectivity’.

4.2.4 Findings: ‘Use current solar income’
Energy production: A quick LCA shows that solar energy has 
the lowest overall environmental impact; this is consistent 
with C2C’s second guiding principle, ‘Use current solar 
income’.
Restrictions with current LCA methodology: measuring 
solar energy with LCA does not include the latest techno-
logical developments; information on the recyclability of 
production systems is also missing.

4.3 Materials management, energy used and 
LCA measurement

Under C2C, the prevailing lack of energy derived from solar 
power in an industrially usable form is not a valid excuse  
for failing to develop the ‘Waste equals food’ dimension  
of products in areas other than energy supply. For example, 
transportation energy, which currently meets neither the 
‘Waste equals food’ nor the ‘Use solar income’ criteria, is  
no reason for not beginning the post-use management of 
products to recover the scarce resources they contain.
The application of LCA inventory methods for mapping 
energy demand in supply chains makes a great deal of  
sense from a C2C perspective when it comes to identifying 
opportunities for the rational use of energy (irrespective  
of whether it is obtained from current solar income or not) 
and changing how energy is supplied. 
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This position paper has explored not only whether  
LCA can be useful at key moments in the process of C2C 
business development (se!ing goals, monitoring and 
external communication), but also the limitations of 
the compatibility between the two systems. This section 
sums up our findings and includes a number of 
recommendations for companies and experts in C2C 
and LCA about the usability of LCA for C2C purposes.

5.1 Conclusions

Cradle to Cradle is a framework for innovation based on 
three guiding principles. Life Cycle Assessment, by contrast, 
is an assessment tool and not a universal design approach. 
It is designed for use as a measurement tool in eco-design 
processes.

Overall, it has proved very di$cult to make an objective 
comparison between LCA and C2C, because the two 
concepts do not share the same aims:

process and is an innovation driver that aims to bring 
about quality improvements. C2C objectives are based on 
three guiding principles and C2C amounts to a way of 
thinking, creating normative guidelines and giving credit 
for what are deemed to be steps in the right direction and 
thereby contributing to a future where products have a 
positive environmental footprint.

service (which may or may not have been designed with 
the environment in mind), identifying hotspots and/or 
comparing the environmental impact of potential design 
solutions. It leaves the interpretation of these measure-
ments to those assessing the findings and sets down no 
normative standards. Under LCA, normative conclusions 
are le" to the analyst.

Considering this, we can conclude: 

-
tive goals.

based on the guiding principles of C2C depends on the 
flexibility of LCA models. The rigid Product Category 

Rules of EPDs in particular o"en fail to reflect C2C 
qualities properly, since some important established 
environmental benefits are not included (e.g. recycling 
and health benefits).

‘C2C-ness’ of a product. The ‘Waste equals food’ principle 
in particular, which is about nutrient management, 
cannot be measured e#ectively using LCA. Cascading and 
toxicity, which are given particular emphasis in C2C, 
cannot be considered adequately using LCA. 

Furthermore, it may be useful to know how a C2C design 
scores under LCA in order to compare it to government 
criteria (sustainable procurement) and other LCA-based 
communication such as EPDs, an industry-standard LCA 
with sector-owned product criteria.

Daily practice has taught us that once a company has 
reached the stage of delivering a certified C2C product,  
an LCA is much simpler to carry out.

5.2 Recommendations

On the basis of this exploration, we can make two  
recommendations to improve the usability of LCA for C2C 
purposes. A recommendation is also made on the usability 
of C2C for LCA purposes.

5.2.1 Recommendation on using LCA tools to monitor  
 a C2C process

Future applicability of selected LCA tools to the C2C Roadmap
The milestones on a C2C Roadmap (section 2.1.2) are 
measurable, but do not usually require a full LCA. More 
targeted tools can be used. 

 Experts in the field of C2C and LCA should jointly indicate 
how selected LCA tools could be used to evaluate 
milestones on a C2C roadmap. The selection of tools 
could help companies to avoid costly repetition a full LCA 
at various stages of a roadmap if a full LCA is not 
necessary.

# Conclusions and recommendations
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Improving the measurability of C2C, beginning with its  
guiding principles
Progress is necessary on making C2C more measurable,  
for companies and governments that want to commit to  
the C2C framework. Transparency on what can and what 
cannot be measured will enable companies applying C2C  
to communicate with their customers and with government 
bodies.

 Experts in the field of C2C and LCA should investigate the 
extent to which C2C’s guiding principles can be quanti-
fied. Which of the intentions stated in advance (based on 
the guiding principles) can be measured using LCA, and 
how can this be done. The guide (appendix 4) and 
Chapter 4 (guiding principles) are a first step in this 
direction.

5.2.2 Recommendation on using EPDs to compare  
 products on the market

Applying EPDs to compare products on the market
Purchasers who want to compare products on the market, 
should be very careful if they are aiming for C2C or other 
C2C-related objectives, such as a healthy environment or a 
circular economy. The rigid Product Category Rules of EPDs 
(that are being defined in a multi-stakeholder process) do 
not usually reflect beneficial C2C qualities e#ectively.

 Purchasers should look at the functionality of the 
product, and think of which environmental, social and 
health benefits they want to achieve by buying and using 
the product in the first place, especially if they want to 
favour a particular end-of-use strategy (re-use, recycling, 
incineration, land-fill) or a healthy (working) 
environment.

5.2.% Recommendations on developing a standard for 
 communication including the benefits of C2C

A ‘new’ standard for communication
For companies developing C2C products that are looking  
for ways to communicate the benefits achieved with a C2C 
product, it would be useful to develop a new common 
standard for communication.

 These companies are used to working with EPDs, which 
generally do not include aspects typical of C2C. C2C 
aspects can only be described in the ‘remarks’ section.  
For communication purposes, it may be useful to develop 
a standard for carrying out EPDs for C2C products. The 
guiding principles used in C2C could then be integrated 
into these EPDs by describing their own specific Product 
Criteria Rules. 

 The term EPD is restricted to the environment. The scope 
of C2C, however, is overall product quality with environ-
mental quality as a specific entry. A distinction could be 
introduced between conventional LCA-based EPD and a 
C2C Quality Declaration (C2C QD) to avoid confusion.  
C2C experts should reflect on a meaningful structure for  
a C2C QD, and identify which conditions would need to 
be fulfilled before issuing them.

5.2.& Recommendations on the usability of C2C 
 for LCA purposes

Usability of C2C for LCA purposes
For companies that have not yet adopted the full C2C 
framework, no elements were identified during this 
assessment that could be added to the environmental 
analysis toolkit. This is because it is presented as an overall 
approach within C2C, in which all aspects are connected.  
It is therefore impossible to pick out specific parts in 
isolation.

 For companies familiar with LCA, it might be interesting 
to reformulate the question as: ‘In what way can LCA 
practitioners benefit from C2C?’.
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K. Christiansen (Dansk Standard)
I do not agree that it is not possible to develop a LCA-based 
C2C assessment methodology, but I do agree that it is not 
available now. I do agree on the notion of keeping di#erent 
assessment methodologies apart but as in life cycle costing 
(economic LCA) or social LCA, the boundary se!ing and data 
quality etc. should be the same for all methodologies to 
assure a common basis for decision making. 
ISO 14040/44 clearly states to be for environmental aspects 
and impacts only, but also that the methodology can be 
used for assessment of other aspects or impacts e.g. social 
and economic. If the qualities of C2C can be quantified, they 
can be included in the LCA, and if not how can you then 
assess an improvement? 
ISO 14040/44 introduces shortly di#erent approaches to LCA 
and consequential LCA is actually future oriented. This 
approach is not assessed in the document. 
ISO 14040/44 is about potential environmental impacts. 
Using wording like “existing environmentally damaging”  
or “current impacts” is therefore misleading and mis-
interpreting the standards. 
ISO 14000 series uses “impact” as both potentially positive 
and negative. ISO 14040/44 does not explicitly include 
positive impact categories but this can be done without 
conflicting with the standards.  Adequate methods have 
been described e.g. in the Danish EPA funded methodology 
for the handling of recyclability and in consequential LCA.  
ISO 14025 sets a framework for EPD including “Additional 
environmental information” – therefore it would easily be 
possible to add information from a C2C assessment as 
qualitative or semi-quantitative data.

M.Z. Hauschild and A. Bjørn  
(Technical University of Denmark)

This is a very important document for companies inspired 
by C2C that look for guidance on synergetic e#ects and 
conflicts between C2C and Life Cycle Assessment. We think 
the document has a high level of detail and addresses the 
main issues on the subject in a professional manner. Overall 
the document does tend to be somewhat biased towards 
C2C and does not always describe LCA objectively (most 
notably the sections on toxicity and energy use). Also the 
classification of C2C as ‘qualitative’ (as opposed to the 
quantitative LCA) is artificial, since most aspects of C2C can 
in fact be quantified.

E.J. van Ha!um (O2 Global Network)
The conclusions and recommendations are of high interest 
for (industrial) designers, innovators and any other person 
involved in Eco-design, LCA and C2C. Also worthwhile to 
mention are the discussions and schemes in the paper as 
support for the design process.

L. Heine (Clean Production Action, Alaska, USA)
This paper makes the important distinction between results 
from product design and development based on design 
principles intended to provide social and environmental 
benefits including sustainable material flows- and product 
design and development optimized to minimize certain 
measurable environmental and/or human health-related 
impacts. It illustrates the challenge of using e$ciency-based 
metrics when not all benefits are tangible or e$cient – 
especially when new material flow systems are first being 
established. At the same time it recognizes the importance 
of metrics for communication and for driving progress 
toward any goal. This paper will provide fodder for 
discussion about the various existing and developing tools 
for measuring a!ributes of chemicals, materials, products 
and business systems, and how they can best be used either 
independently or in combination to achieve desired results. 
Scholars in the field of decision theory and sustainability-
related sciences may be familiar with the inherent synergies 
and conflicts described between tools such as LCA and 
principle based innovation frameworks such as C2C design. 
Likewise, there is opportunity for scholars and practitioners 
to further advance metrics and indicators for C2C design and 
to continue to prototype products based on the C2C 
principles and to measure and compare results over time.

G. Korevaar (Technical University of Del",  
the Netherlands)

This report shows very well the usefulness of one of the 
fundamental tools on environmental impact analysis, Life 
Cycle Assessment (LCA), for a more practical and business-
oriented approach like Cradle to Cradle (C2C). In this way, 
environmental science meets sustainable innovation and 
that combines the best of two worlds. It also shows 
weaknesses of LCA at the one hand and C2C at the other 
hand, which gives relevant opportunities to improve at  
both sides:

 

$ Opinions from the Sounding Board
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to alternative interpretations of sustainability, like C2C, 
and could work more on how to incorporate those new 
insights along the existing impact categories.

 
a clear baseline within their projects and reporting 
undisputable results towards sustainability, on which  
the LCA field could share insights in defining system 
boundaries, goal, scope, and measurable impact 
reduction in a structured and scientific way.

With this position paper, the C2C community in The 
Netherlands obtains a clear challenge to cooperate more 
with existing fields of expertise on environmental analysis, 
sustainable design, and innovation management. So, I am 
highly interested in ge!ing involved in that new future path 
that we have started here.

P. Luscuere (Technical University of Del",  
the Netherlands)

The current title: “Usability of LCA for C2C purposes” gives  
a proper reflection of the content of the report.
The objective as stated in the “Terms of reference” is 
limiting itself to products. Though it is stated in the report 
that both C2C as LCA can support processes, the C2C 
approach gives a more holistic and goal oriented support  
of these processes as LCA can, which C2C is not credited for 
due to this limitation.
The summary of findings gives a good overview of the 
shortcomings of LCA in C2C perspective as well as a proper 
identification of those areas where it can be supportive.
Much of the di$culties in quantifying e#ects using LCA 
refer to the basic concept of using existing data, where C2C 
provides a framework for innovation. Some of the resulting 
improvements can be quantified where others cannot or at 
least it is, in LCA terms, unclear who should be credited for 
the improvement.
The recommendations are useful and relevant, especially 
the last one: “How can LCA practitioners benefit from C2C?”

M. Stevenson (World Wildlife Fund)
I have worked with both systems – C2C and LCA – and  
their application toward the design of be!er products  
and systems. I consider neither approach a panacea toward 
sustainability assessment and find both to be too product-
focused to result in significant, systemic change given our 
current global crises. This report has resulted in a solid set 
of recommendations identifying C2C and LCA as di#erent 
approaches, but complementary and this requires further 
inquiries into the interface of qualitative and quantitative 
assessment. Globally, many discussions are underway that 
support these same conclusions when examining the  
nexus of various assessment methods and certifications. 
Unfortunately, in this report I found the path to these 

conclusions heavily biased toward the positive aspects of 
C2C and a misinterpretation of the LCA methodology  
(e.g., the data collection systems could be incredibly 
powerful when combined, opportunities in PCR develop-
ment to represent both approaches). Many of the assertions 
made about LCA contradicted its methodology. I was 
hopeful that this position paper would result in the 
identification of useful complementary information –  
one system focused on final product and the other on  
the product’s supply chain. However, this opportunity  
was not realized in favor of defending C2C as an approach.

O. Vilaca (World Business Council Sustainable  
Development)

This Position Paper will dramatically help businesses willing 
to incorporate sustainability in their core strategy be!er 
understand how LCA and C2C di#er and overlap. In fact, 
turning sustainability into strategy can be quite challenging 
and complex as it requires a firm grip on new measurement 
tools, such as LCA, and a shi" toward new strategy frame-
works, such as C2C. The links between these di#erent 
concepts and methodologies are not always obvious and 
easy to identify, and I am glad to see some of the most 
advanced companies in the field of sustainable develop-
ment willing to share the findings of their work on this 
specific topic. This working group is the kind of “complex 
coalitions” that are needed to speed up the transition 
toward a more sustainable world. I hope this example will 
be followed by many other businesses and stakeholders.
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Appendix 2: Comparison of C2C and LCA 
This appendix includes two tables to answer the questions: ‘What is C2C?’ and ‘What is LCA?’ 
This is meant to help understand both concepts and follow on from Chapter 2 (sections 2.1 and 
2.2, ‘C2C as a framework for design & innovation’ and ‘Life Cycle Assessment’).

Ownership

What is it?

Point of view

Philosophy 

Goal

C!C 

MBDC (Charlo$esville, Virginia) owns the 
Cradle to Cradle Trademark and EPEA (Hamburg, 
Germany) has the license to use it. The C"C Product 
Innovation Institute (California) has the license to 
certify products according to version % of the Cradle 
to Cradle® certi#cation scheme which is currently 
under development. 

Innovation framework; business concept.

It is possible to create products in such a way that 
they are beneficial to people, the planet and pro#t. 
Nature does not know waste.

Use of materials is not necessarily a source of 
environmental damage. 

learn how nature constantly transforms huge 
amounts of ma$er while sustaining itself and 
evolving towards increasingly complex structures.

A delightful diverse, safe, healthy and just world, 
with clean air, water, soil and power - economically, 
equitably, ecologically and elegantly enjoyed.

LCA

Has been developed by a global community 
of practitioners; no ownership; some coordination 
by UNEP-SETAC Lifecycle initiative, ISO &'('(/'' 
de#nes the framework.

Method designed to assess the environmental impact 
of products over their whole lifecycle.

Products pollute. By de#nition, they consume 
resources and produce some kind of waste in  
the end.

Most solutions have trade-o!s.

Model of production system: all impacts  
throughout the lifecycle of the product,  
from cradle to grave or cradle to cradle, are 
inventoried systematically and then assessed.

A clear and unbiased view of the impact of 
products over their lifecycle; assessment of  
the impact of decisions.

Table 2: Different aspects of Cradle to Cradle and Life Cycle Assessment.
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LCA is used in ecodesign processes. Some basic issues considering the way C2C and LCA are 
used in (eco-)design processes are given in Table %.

Footprint

Initiation, idea generating, 
divergence

Final stage, evaluation, 
convergence

How to act

KPI

Principles

Roles in the chain

Steps

C!C 

Develop a bene#cial footprint.

C"C gives a clear direction at the beginning of the 
design process (divergent phase). This direction is 
based on its innovation framework and correspond-
ing guiding principles. Positive qualities to strive  
for in the product design are stated in the beginning.

A plausibility check is performed: can the C"C  
product idea meet the stated intentions? Are the 
right materials available to meet intentions.

Eco-e!ectiveness (bene#cial footprint) is to be 
developed. The way is the goal.

Guiding principles.

Goals on a roadmap.

 
  something else.

a) de#ned nutrient metabolism: bio or techno cycle.

b) materials scarcity, real and geopolitical.

c) ABC-X (A: optimal, B: satisfactory,  
C: tolerable, X: unacceptable).

") Use current solar income; quality of energy.

Also considered: waste equals food e.g. the materials 
that solar panels are made from, nutrient and soil 
restoration for biomass.

%) Support diversity (in nature, the more diverse a 
system, the more stable it is).

a) Biodiversity; b) Conceptual diversity;  
c) Cultural diversity.

Customers and suppliers as partners.

Eco-e!ectiveness: de#ne-increase-support-optimize.

LCA

Measure footprint, and use #ndings to minimize a 
damaging footprint.

LCA can be used to #nd hotspots and problems to 
solve by redesigning with an ecodesign process.  
These  hotspots give a direction for the design process. 
Experienced eco-designers include LCA information  
when creating products.

LCA can mainly be used at the #nal stage of the design 
process to assess several design options quantitatively. 
It also looks for unwanted or unforeseen e!ects.

Eco-e)ciency is a balance between economic value  
and environmental burden. Since growth means more 
economic value, we need to optimize this balance  
(do more with less pollution).

Be transparent, be unbiased, avoid or document 
values choices.

Transparency of results and methods are key  
requirements.

 
communication with non-experts.

happens, or can realistically be assumed to be  
happening.

Every claim that cannot be based on data and proper 
methodology is ‘green washing’.

Peer-reviewing by independent experts is required 
when public statements are made (ISO &'('().

Toxicity (including fate and exposure) is assessed on 
the best available science.

The actual energy mix or ‘marginal’ energy mix is used.

Solar energy does not come free; in LCA, the 
production and disposal impacts are also modelled 

Assess biodiversity.

Use ‘cultural theory’ to take account of di!erent 
worldviews of stakeholders.

Depends on goal and scope, wide variety possible.

Goal and scope document   inventory analysis   
impact assessment   interpretation 

Table !: Main issues addressing the role of C2C and LCA in a design process.
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 Appendix !: C2C and LCA in a product development 
 process

Product development processes can be described with a model based on the stages or phases 
of product development. The diverging and converging iterations take place over several 
phases: product initiative/planning, idea generation, concept development, detail definition, 
production preparation and communication.

How C2C and LCA can be used at each stage of the product-development process  
(including eco-design) is described as extended information relating to section 2.% 
(product development process).

In general

Per phase

Initiative / planning

C!C 

The C"C innovation framework 
gives a clear direction for creating a 
bene#cial footprint according to the 
three guiding principles.

Opportunities as a compass:
C"C gives a clear direction at the 
initial stage of the design process. 

&) State positive quality intentions/
ambitions #rst

") Analyse the function: what is the 
product intended to do for the 
customer/user? (Consumption 
product or service product)

%) Analyse the environmental fate  

*ow if we do/don’t take care 
') Develop a roadmap with 

milestones to achieve progres-
sively the match between 
intentions and the reality.

At this stage, there may already  
be a product that can serve as 
template for a redesign. Or there 
may only be ‘pre-material’ system 
of intentions that will direct the 
choice of materials and the  
development of solutions for 
managing material *ows.

LCA

LCA is a measuring tool designed to 
assess the environmental impact of 
products over their life cycle.

Hot spots as a compass:
LCA can be used to identify 
environmental hotspots, thereby 
prioritizing potential improvements. 
The purpose is to help product 
development to focus on the 
priorities, as they emerge from  
the LCA.
at this stage it is very useful to #nd 
existing LCAs, or carry out a 
screening LCA of an earlier design or 
a competing design. The purpose is 
to identify hotspots and begin 
product development to focus on 
the characteristics that determine 
the environmental footprint and for 
which alternatives seem possible. 

Eco-design

Eco-design is a means of designing 
a product in such a way that 
product-related environmental 
issues during the entire product life 
cycle are reduced through (re)
designing.

Eco-design usually starts with a 
redesign of an existing product. The 
whole life cycle is inventorized, 
looking for ‘hot spots’ to address in 
the redesign. These hotspots may 
involve:
- several stages of the life cycle, or 
- certain parts or 
- materials used in the product.
Based on this: targets are set, 
speci#cations are made:
- ambition, 
- added value, 
- scope.

Table 4: Applying C2C and LCA in a product development process [part 1].
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Idea

Concept

Detail

Production preparation

Marketing

C!C 

&) Plausibility check: can the C"C 
product idea achieve the stated 
objectives? Are there any 
materials available to achieve 
these intentions

") ‘Imagineering’: what other 
innovative functions could the 
product perform?

%) Analyse product utilization: 
consumption product, service 
product, product as a meeting 
point for material *ows, each of 
them requiring speci#c re*ection 
on their management.

') Select type of nutrients (bio-cycle 
or techno-cycle?).

+) Plan for cascade use considering 
all stages.

Veri#cation: Based on the three 
principles.
De#ne relevant assessment criteria. 
Apply criteria: ABC-X categorization 
according to selected assessment 
criteria  compose positive lists of 
ingredients in the production 
process.

Implement: select material-*ow 
chain, partners, timeframe for steps
Document remaining distance to 
target.

Contract the selected supply chain 
partners, organize return or cascade 
system.

C"C Certi#cation may support 
communication and marketing 
e!orts.
Communicate: develop marketing 
programme to describe C"C 
characteristics. Emphasize the role 
of the customer as part of the 
solution by purchasing product.

LCA

Idea generation does not allow for 
any detailed LCA; there is simply no 
time to calculate all alternatives. 
The eco-indicator calculation can be 
used as a surrogate for a detailed 
LCA. Eco-indicators are prede#ned 
single LCA score for materials, 
transport or energy that can be 
aggregated.

There is no clear role for a  detailed 
LCA in this phase. Eco-indicators 
and preliminary ‘what-if’ studies 

and standard data.

In the detailed design phase an  
LCA is possible, but will not be very 
useful in in*uencing the design. An 
LCA is done at this stage to prepare 
for communication. Another reason 
is to make an LCA to look back and 
learn which assessments have been 
useful and correct.

LCA has no role here.

LCA can be used to communicate 
environmental bene#ts, or simply  
to state the impact as an environ-
mental product declaration.

Eco-design

Depending on the hot spots 
identi#ed, several product ideas  
are developed, to solve the 
environmental problems. The 
targets and stated function of the 
product also play an important role. 
Design strategies such as improving 
recyclability, reducing energy use  
in materials production or reducing 
the o!-gassing toxicity of the 
materials used will direct the 
process when developing eco-
design product ideas.

further, more detail is added in the 
selection of materials, and how 
product parts are composed and 
linked. All these choices in*uence 
the environmental impact of a  
product.

Choices such as surface treatments, 
additives and packaging are 
#nalized, still taking into account 
the eco-design targets stated in the 
planning phase. Here the product is 
checked against the speci#cations/
design criteria and released for 
production.

Select suppliers that can deliver the 
speci#ed materials / parts. Another 
strategy is to try to pressure current 
suppliers to change, by changing 
purchasing criteria.

The hotspots that are reduced 
through the redesign can be 
mentioned in external communica-
tion. Examples are ‘uses less 
energy’, ‘uses less water’.

Table 4: Applying C2C and LCA in a product development process [part 2].
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 Appendix ": Overview of recycling and cascading issues
 within C2C and LCA

The following table gives an overview of the main points that are considered in ‘nutrient 
management’ under C2C and LCA, particularly when it comes to recycling and cascading.  
This table can be seen as an extension of the information provided in section 4.1.1  
(Nutrient management: recycling, cascading and upcycling).

Nutrient management

De"ned use

Scenario

Cascade

Recycling

Life span

C!C 

as a resource for next product generations. E!ective 
post-use handling of materials produces resources for 
future product generations and thus improves on 
production paths that rely on virgin resources. 

Defined use means that the use of the product at each 
stage of the cascade is de#ned, including the 
environment that the product is suited to.

A scenario describes the continuous *ow of a material, 
including the transportation and proposed recycling 
processes.

A cascade is the way material *ows can be managed 
through several de#ned uses (products) prior to their 
up-cycling to again highly organized forms using 
energy derinved from current solar income.

The aim is to ‘upcycle’ materials, which means that 
materials improve in quality through recycling as the 
result of design decisions before starting production.

The life span of a product is described in the ‘de#ned 
use’. It is the period during which the product has a 
functional use. Expected technological developments 
are taken into account, i.e. when improved functional-
ity can be expected.

LCA

Calculating recycling or cascading is a problem.  

no consensus on this in the LCA community and the 
various stakeholders and interest groups

In LCA the use period is de#ned by the ‘functional unit’. 
It is described with ‘units’ that ful#l a function, e.g. 
contain and protect & litre of milk, or transport  
& person & km.

A scenario describes how a material and/or product is 
expected to ful#l its function, including the expected 
life time and end-of-life strategies.

The quality of recycling is not taken into account. The 
loss of quality when recycling ‘virgin’ o)ce paper to 
toilet paper is not calculated. This can only be done  
by comparing one cascade with another.

no consensus on this in the LCA community, and the 
various stakeholders and interest groups

There are no strict rules for de#ning the life span of a 
product. The most plausible life span should be taken 
into account. The environmental impact per functional 
unit is very dependent on the life span that used for 
calculations. Also see the example of sewage.

Table 5: Overview of recycling and cascading issues in C2C and LCA. 
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Appendix #: Overview of toxicity issues within C2C 
 and LCA

The following table summarizes the way toxicity (and healthiness) is interpreted under C2C 
and LCA. This table can be seen as an extension of the information in section 4.1.2 (Nutrient 
management: toxicity, ABC-X, health and environmental aspects).

Purpose / intentions

Compare

Strategy

Looks at

What is assessed

Assessment means

Based on

Model

C!C 

Classify/substitute harmful materials for optimal results 
in a de#ned C"C nutrient *ow scenario. 
Hazardous chemicals are detrimental from the 
perspective of ‘biological nutrition’. Technical 
properties may be detrimental from the perspective  
of ‘technical nutrient’ management.

The idea is not to compare two (functionally similar) 
C"C products. C"C compares a given product at 
di!erent stages of its optimization (redesign). 

‘The right material at the right place, in the right time’ 
(de#ned C"C nutrient scenario).
 

 If toxic: &) look for alternative (absolute), ") if no 
alternative is available, aim to reduce the risk of 
exposure and retain the weak point as an opportunity 
for innovation within a company’s industrial partners.

The adequacy of the material as:
- Biological nutrient (for biological systems that they 

will come into contact with (e.g. via inhalation or 
ingestion, humans, water, soil));

- Technical nutrient (for technical systems capable of 
reusing materials with de#ned quality).

The material properties (toxicology, chemical/physical 
properties) and their capacity to support the C"C 
scenario in a bene#cial way.

(Quality of nutrients) classification into A (optimal), 
B (could be optimized), C (tolerable) and X (not 
acceptable), grey (not characterized).

&) the properties of the materials and 
") the suitability of the context

&) The possibility of living systems to come in contact 
(oral, dermal, inhalation) with the  substances/ 
materials during the past, present and intended 
future of the product with bene#cial impacts;

") The possibility of (theoretical/operational) technical 
systems to process materials with bene#cial 
resource impacts during the past and the intended 
future of the technical product. 

LCA

Measure the extent of hazardousness of emissions 
that occur in the various steps of the lifecycle, while 
not taking into account the chemical content of the 
material (unless this results in emissions in the use  
or end of life stages, with an objective (open source) 
expert system.

It is possible to compare products, also only on 
toxicity.

‘Minimize impact’ (ecodesign strategy, LCA has no 
design strategy).

 try to design a product with less toxic impact 
(relative).

The (toxicological) emission of materials, assuming 
some of the chemicals contained in the material will 
be emi$ed. ‘Embedded toxicity’ is not included in the 
assessment; provided there are no toxic emissions,  
the impact is zero.

Emissions occurring over the life cycle. It depends on 
the end of life scenario to what extent the content is 
being assessed.

(Quantitative) impact calculation.

Emissions during the whole life cycle.

Assess the impact of the actual (and not potential 
emissions), and then assess the fate and exposure  
of the emission.

Table 6: General overview of how C2C and LCA deal with toxicity [part 1].
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Note

Fate

Probability 
consequence

Process

Amount of toxic substance

Exposure

Local aspects

Climatic relevance

C!C 

ABC-X is context dependent and based on intended use 
(scenario: the past, present and future cradle). 
Technical rather than toxicological considerations may 
lead to an X classi#cation for a process input or 
product component.

&) Bioaccumulation, biodegradation, abiotic  
 degradation, elemental composition, radioactivity.
") Behaviour in technical nutrient processing/recovery.

Avoid worst case, go or no-go decision based on 
e!ects during intended use.

First qualitative statements and scenario de#nition 
(biological / technological), then classi#cation. 

 Look for weak spots then look for alternatives 
(other materials within the current product or 
completely new ways of ful#lling the purpose).

A li$le means a lot - ‘Search for alternatives if 
intrinsically detrimental’.

Oral, dermal (organisms as a whole, skin and eye tox, 
skin penetration) and inhalation 

Acute (single exposure), Chronic (exposure over  
" years) 
- include bioaccumulation.

As the suitability of a material to its context is 
important, local aspects are considered.

In ABC-X.

LCA

LCA does not assess acceptable levels.

Fate model: links steady state *ow of an emission to  
a steady state concentration.
Emissions (kg) to air, water, soil  concentration * area 
* time.

Calculate while being aware of uncertainties.

Multiply the emission by a characterization factor;  
the characterization factor is developed using fate, 
exposure and impact assessment steps.

Multiply amount by characterization factor, everything 
counts.

Calculates e!ect based on the intake fraction (oral, 
dermal and inhalation) and fate factor, on humans and 
ecosystems (species in aquatic ecosystems) 

 Yes, always
- Bioaccumulation is included in the fate model.

Local aspects (like indoor air quality) are not 
considered in a ‘standard’ LCA. There are some new 
developments that could be used to calculate the 
impact on indoor air quality.

In climate impact category, not in toxicity assessment.

Table 6: General overview of how C2C and LCA deal with toxicity [part 2].
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The following table summarized the aspects of toxicity that are taken into account in ABC-X (C2C) and Usetox (LCA).

E#ect of mining 

Human health aspects

Environmental health aspects

C!C , ABC-X

On the C"C agenda, but not the #rst priority.  
Design/redesign for the future cradle #rst.

 &) Carcinogenicity
 ") Endocrine disruption
 %) Mutagenicity
 ') Reproductive tox (disturbance of fertility  

and foetal development)
 +) Skin irritation + mucus membranes
 ,) Sensitization.

 -) Terrestrial mammals
 .) Fish
 /) Aquatic invertebrates (daphnia)
&() Aquatic plants (Algae) 
&&) Soil organism tox
&") Biodegradation
&%) Bioaccumulation.

LCA, Usetox

Always included (biggest e!ects mostly in mining 
phase).

"-') Depends on how it is reported by Environmental 
Protection Agency, Eco-tox, Material Safety Data 
Sheet, Hazardous Substances Data Base or 
Quantitative structure activity relationships

 +) Partially
 ,) Not usually.

 -) Yes
 .) Not usually (bias to lower organisms)
 /) Yes
 &() Yes
 &&) Yes
 &") Yes, in fate step, not an e!ect
 &%) No.

Table 7: Detailed overview of how C2C and LCA deal with toxicity.
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Appendix 6: Overview of energy production in C2C  
 and LCA

The following table summarized the way energy production is dealt with under C2C and LCA. 
This table can be seen as an extension of the information in section 4.2 (C2C’s second guiding 
principle ‘Use current solar income’).

Purpose

Coal

Nuclear

Solar panels

Wind turbines

Bio fuel

Best option

C!C 

Have go/no-go.

No-go: &) it is not renewable; ") toxicity problems 
during mining; %) many miners die during mining.

No-go: high risks and the waste cannot be used as  
a nutrient.

Go: solar energy is renewable. Innovation is needed 
on substituting the scarce materials that are used and 
innovation and design in such a way that recycling 

Go: energy from wind is renewable. Design for 
disassembly and recycling is an innovation challenge. 
Some scarce materials need to be substituted.

Go: if material is used in cascade (fuel is last step) and 
nutrient requirements to grow biomass that meets 
C"C principles, including the third principle: social 
impact of non-access to food.

Depends on the local situation.

LCA

Measure and assess.

Energy based on coal has the highest impact in several 
categories.

The high risks from nuclear power are not taken into 
account.

Impact is mainly in production and disposal.

Impact is mainly in production and disposal

Land use, necessary for producing the crops will be 
dominant in the bio fuel option.

Depends on impacts.

Table 8: Overview of how C2C and LCA deal with energy production.
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Appendix 7: Guide to LCA and how to measure ‘C2C-ness’ 
The short guide in this appendix relates to section 3.3.2 (Measuring C2C’s eco-e#ectivity with 
LCA). It builds on the general information on LCA given in section 2.2 (Life Cycle Assessment).

Introduction
LCA was developed to provide a systematic approach for assessing the environmental impact 
of product systems over the lifecycle, from the production of raw materials (cradle) to the 
final disposal, including the impact of landfill and discharges into air and water (grave) that 
occur with or without partial recycling to a new lifecycle (the next cradle). Modelling a 
lifecycle in this way is complex, since production processes and product systems are very 
closely interlinked. 

O"en, LCA standards are not able to capture the benefits of Cradle to Cradle (C2C) products. 
This short guide lists a number of items which may be relevant when analysing C2C products 
using an LCA, including aspects that are relevant to C2C. Chapter 2 of this document 
summarizes the principles of LCA, and Chapter 3 describes issues relevant when assessing  
C2C products.

LCA applications can be categorized into four groups, shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: LCA Applications.
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De#ne the functional unit, formulate goal & scope; system boundaries must correspond to goal and scope de#nition; depends 
on the outcome. Establishing priorities (whether materials are a problem is one of the objectives, and never a starting point).

Several thousands of emissions are assessed.

Environmental problems ‘damage’.

Optional weighting  single score, but not allowed in public statements (ISO).

We can di$erentiate a number of ‘steps’ in LCA

Table 9: Overview of steps to make in an LCA.
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Analyse one system

Analyse hotspots as input for product development 
 and future product policy strategies.

Choose between alternative design or purchasing 
 solutions, or future product policy strategies. 

Environmental declarations, show awareness  
to important stakeholders; lobby for or against 
 legislation.

Claim your product is superior to a competitor or  
a baseline, use as a basis for policy (i.e. German 
 packaging policy).

Compare two or more systems
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Considerations with C2C products
Of all the LCA considerations, the following are the most relevant to C2C products:

Functional Unit
In LCA, the functional unit specifies the functions of the system (product) being studied.  
The functional unit determines the reference flows that will be used to model the life cycle. 
The lifetime of a product plays an important role in the functional unit. C2C products aim  
to be environmentally beneficial, and they can therefore o"en be seen as multifunctional. 
For example, a carpet can purify the air and serves as a way of covering the floor in the  
same time. 
Being an innovation framework, C2C may lead to the emergence of products with unique 
functionalities. The innovative character of C2C may be easily overlooked, if the product 
wants to be compared to traditional products or if a PCR wants to be applied. Especially if  
the C2C product carries a secondary function, such as an air-purifying carpet.
Because C2C products may have multiple functions, the use phase of C2C products may 
deserve more a!ention than it normally receives in LCA. Comparisons can be made on the 
basis of expanded systems that consider all functions. In the case of an edible plate, for 
example, an LCA for only the plate is not su$cient and the food replaced could be also 
considered, if possible.

Level of technology
The status quo is usually the starting point in LCA. Nevertheless, some studies follow the 
‘consequential’ approach, which involves forecasting hypothetical scenarios to model life 
cycles, assuming that the introduction of new products and technologies will impact on  
the market. Under C2C, the intention to change in the future is what counts. Energy, for 
example, is considered to be a manageable issue since enough solar energy is available. 
It is possible for LCAs to be calculated on the basis of the input of solar energy alone. This 
would be done, however, based on current solar-panel technology. This data could also be 
corrected to account for the more e$cient technology expected in the future. For example, 
an increase in e$ciency of 20% could be considered, and the 85% recycling of solar panels 
could also be taken into account. The same principle of e$ciency increases could be used  
for recycling or waste treatment processes. In order to maintain transparency, the reference 
status quo scenario could be presented as a base line.

Recycling
Recycling poses a challenge when applying LCA to C2C. Under C2C, waste streams need to  
be avoided, transforming them into inputs for the same or other life cycles (in the techno 
sphere or in nature). This means that recycling methods are o"en novel and there are no 
regular substitution pa!erns for the recycled materials. 
For an LCA of a C2C product, this information needs to be estimated based on similar 
recycling processes, the expected substitution rates, the expected collection pa!erns  
and the expected introduction of the recycled material on the market. 
A second consideration is the nature of the recycled material. Not all materials allow  
infinite recycling. ISO 14047 includes examples on how to model the subsequent uses  
of recycled materials.

Benefits account
Making C2C measurable would involve measuring eco-e#ectiveness. The questions  
that need to be answered are: 
1) What qualities are defined in advance (to what extent can the subjective qualitative 

positive future C2C scenario be translated into quantitative aims and milestones)? 
2) Are they defined in a measurable way?
3) Can they be used to measure the product development results during the several  

design phases?
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Accounting for benefits may be expressed as environmental impact avoided. This is o"en 
done to account for recycling benefits in LCA. Transparency and consistency is essential when 
communicating benefits in LCA, as most of the time this involves other systems than the one 
under study. One must be careful of accounting not only benefits but also all environmental 
costs that may result from pursuing the benefit. 

In the case of recycling, the following should be included:

In the case of an air-purifying carpet, the following should be included:

In the case of a water cleaning system (e.g. in production processes), the following should 
be included:

 
water quality

In the case of soil restoration, the following should be included:

 
the C2C product / process

Result Interpretation
When interpreting results, it may be necessary to spend some time thinking about the 
reasons why C2C principles may not necessarily lead to an LCA-calculated environmental 
benefit. This should be described clearly in the goal and scope document, and possibly in the 
sensitivity analysis as well. Certainly, a great degree of innovation is necessary to reach 
sustainability. Nevertheless, innovation should not backfire leading to a larger or even an 
unacceptable shi" in the environmental impact from one category to another. LCA can 
provide a good reference by which to direct innovation.
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